This paper tries to investigate valency theory as a linguistic tool in machine translation.There are three main areas in which major questions arise:
There are two aspects which play a role in the building of ~Ln Ff£-syste~; (i) the development of linguistic specifications and (2) the development of a formalism which allows for the implemenlmtion of linguistic results. ~lis paper aninly deals with the first aspect and ~/~us relates not only to EUNOTRA but also at least to all stratificational systems, i.e. systems t2mt break up the translation process into a sequence of sJx~#ler translation processes. Furthermore it relates at least to any system wi]ich uses dependency/valency inforalation as e.g. IAgG does with its functional structure.
In EUROTRA, the level where information about dependency/valency is used is the hqIS (EurotraRelational-Structure) which lies between the constitueat stzncture (ECS) and the semantic intea-face stzucture (IS).
So, in EOROZRA terms I try here to give a kind of ERS-definition in the language of empirical linguistics without touching the formalism itself.
The investigation divides into three parts:
(i) the sketch of a v~l.ency theory which comprises the following points:
-the informal definition of the concepts valency, cc~plement,ar~ adjunct, thereby trying to give a definition which holds for verbs, adjectives, nouns, and prepositions, -the operationalizati~1 of the complement adjunct distinction derived frc~! this definition, -the classification of the complements, a subclassification of f~e complement classes (Cclasses) according to their syntactic realization, and the determination of the relevant sentence patterns, -a short discussion of the relation of the dependency level to constituency level and from dependency level to semantic representation.
(2) the application of the linguistic specifications to the problem of MT which llas to investigate the role of dependency representation (D-representation) (oi" rather the role of the transitions to D-representation, since levels do not "play a role") in an,91ysis and generation.
(3) the way the gained linguistic information can be implemented according to the EOROTRA formalism.
i. Outline of a Syntactic Val~ ~_~
I. 1 Definition of Concej3~s
The syntactic vale~zy of an el~ent of a word class (a nonterminal category) is its property to bind a certain number and a certa~ kind of syntagma.
Those valency--bound syn'l~o~,'e:-~ are the oon~icm~e~ts. 'I~e s%a~tagnms which are ~t valency-bound are the adjuncts. All syntagmas which are obligatory in a syntactical sense are valency-bound, i.e. the sentence a~st contain tt~t item otherwise it would not be complete. Bedsides the obligatory syntagmas the wordL~ubclass specific elea~ts are valency-bound (Engel 1982 der Azbeit m~de (~) (fed uP with work) den Eltern fremd (C3) (alienated from the parents) interessiert an Linguistik (C4) (interested in linguistics) am Flu6 gelegen (C5) (situated at the river)
The theoretical nature of dependency
The description of the theoretical nature will consist of a short description of the relation to the "higher" level of constituency and the "lower" level of semantic representation.
Constituenc~!_and~ de__~
The relation between constituency and dependency is usually regarded as complementary. Constituentgrammars (C-~) are based on the part/whole relation and define a hierarchical structure with the respective higher ranking category defined as being composed of the lower ranking ones. In contrast to this, the dependency-grammars (D~-mars) define relations between categories of the same rank, i.e. there is no hierarchical structure in this ranking ~.
However, this is not sufficient for a descTiption of the relation between constituency and dependency. The relation becomes problematic if the Cis a recursive subject/predicate generating a deep tree. In this case, a translation in the sense of a stratificational MT-system is very problematic without a tree-flattening procedure.
This procedure could be justified linguistically because a C-grmmnar generating flat trees can generate the same sentences as a Cgr~ which generates deep trees.
i. 4. i ~_~cy and semantic_ ~_presentation
The complement/adjunct distinction which has been made on the syntactic level using purely syntactic tests is of sentence-se~mntic importance. Eac/~ semantic representation, be it based on symbolic logic e.g. Montague Grammar or on a case gr~, is usually implicitly based on the complement adjunct distinction. There are, however, exceptions. E.g. Fillmore's "instrumental" is an adjunct according to the above mentioned tests (hc~ever, marked as doubtful) since it has the very same status as the other roles in Fillmore's fra~-work.
The differentiation between ccai01ement and adjunct is made in Systentic Functional Grammar (Halliday, Fawcett) by distinguishing between participant roles and circumstantial roles. The participant role is a semantic interpretation of the complement-verb relation, whereas the circum-stantial role is the s~antic interpretation of the adjunctverb or adjunct-clause relation.
As has been shown (Projektc~pe Vel~lenz 1981) the complement verb relation can be interpreted semantically in a lambda categorial granuuar. A semantic description of an expression of natural lanc~ge in a lambda categorial grmmnar consisits of a translation into an expression of the artificial language lambda L and of a mode] theoretic interpretation of this lambda L expression.
Valency frames of verbs are represented in a lambda categorial grammar as the number of lambda prefixes the translated expression receives by the translation into lambda L° The lambda operator can bind a variable in its and makes predicates out of sentence~. I shall not try to show how such an expression is interpreted in a model. The point that is made here is that a c~mantic description in the frame of a lambda categorial grammar uses the syntactic relation between c~plement and governir~ verb as t2m basis of its sentence -semantic description.
2.
The role of the syntactic dep~ re oresentation level in M~ The facts discussed purely linguistically in section 1 give clear guidelines for application in MT.
~_n_cy structure (D-struct~ire) in analysis
The depende/~cy representation (D-representation) serves two ~rpeses:
a) The tr~unslation into the D~representation relates the D-structure to the syntagn~s analyzed on the C-level and thus contributes to the disambiguation of the C-structures which cannot be achieved on the C-level as these can only be readied by the valency statements. (This at ].east is the case if the two levels are strictly separated.) Usually, the constituent analysis delivers several readings for a longer sentence. Each NP in the genitive case for example, which is an attribute to a noun, has to be interpreted as a potential genitive valency of a verb. In this case, the transition from C-representation to D-representation filters many au~iguous structures by assigning the appropriate d-relation. As there are only a few German verbs with ge/litive valency, these readings are filtered out in ~st cases. b) A second function of the dependency stl~/cture is the disambiguation of the verbs (and other elements of word classes which have a valency frame). Differe~nt verb readings often are discriminated by different w~lency frames. An arbitrary example proves this: In a sentence J/~ which the verb "anziehen" occurs with only one CO, the reading can be identified unambiguously and translated by t-rules into the IS (Interface) atom with the corresponding case role.
(In EUROTRA~ the IS is designed as a semantic interpreted r~structure).
D-structure in qer~cation
The task of the D~level in generation is the g~%eration of the target language D-structure from IS by assingw/ng the al~propriate (correct) surface syntactic valency fram~!~:
In the source language, e.g. German, the verb "sich erinnern" has the syntactic valency frame C0/CA, (which is the ccmi01ement in the nominative case and a prepositional complement). In the target language English the verb "remember" has t21e fra~le C0/CI (which is the subject and the direct object). In the target language the language-specific surface syntactic valency frame (the direct object) is generated frc~ the interlingual IS. The D-structure is thus a precondition for the generation of The most important assumption in ~ is "that translation between natural languages is a sequence of primitive translations between a number of levels of representation u' (Arnold et al. 1985b) . Such a level of representation is a "language L generated by a gramnar G and an interpretation I" (Arnold et al.1985b) . I specifies the syntactically and se~antically well-formed expressions of L. G consists of a set of atoms and a set of construc--tots. Basically Atoms a]:~ the lexical entries, the constructors are the grammar rules on the different levels. Atcms have a r~e and a set of features. Constructors have a na~i~ and a set of features and a set of arguments which can either be atoms or constructors themk~ives. ~ley look like (21) So, the implementation of the 150 subclassified sentence patterns consists in an entm~ration of the S -constructors acoording to (23).
NP-Patterns and AP-Patterns
For NPs and APs the general patterns look like The subclassification according to sy~tactic realization has "to uF~ 1~e cat feature as J J% 3.2.1.
Conclusi_on
The D-stzucture is of major importance for an M]~ -,o system 8rm] a ~mreful liz~gt~stic definiton of this level .':~hould be ~radeo It is i~x~rtant [.mrticm[arly in a n~itilir~a]. M2-syste.~ like ~URO2RA as it is a precor~].ition for IS atK1 thus for tz~nsfer. The way i/I %£%.i~Ji the l~s~/:uc~ure has been pltesentexl he.re, it represents an interface between ].~nguage ~4[~.c:Lfic and intt~rlJ/~gua] levels. It is inte~clingtml Jn t/le s~nse that 1~e rxx~ple/~mt/adjun<~ distinotion is regarded i [~terlirKJually, and ] .a~.~znge specific insofar as tl~e classification of complements is langu, age Slg~i f ic. 
